We report on a project to derive word translation relationships automatically from parallel corpora. Our effort is distinguished by the use of simpler, faster models than those used in previous high-accuracy approaches. Our methods achieve accuracy on singleword translations that seems comparable to any work previously reported, up to nearly 60% coverage of word types, and they perform particularly well on a class of multi-word compounds of special interest to our translation effort.
Introduction
This paper is a report on work in progress aimed at learning word translation relationships automatically from parallel bilingual corpora. Our effort is distinguished by the use of simple statistical models that are easier to implement and faster to run than previous high-accuracy approaches to this problem.
Our overall approach to machine translation is a deep-transfer approach in which the transfer relationships are learned from a parallel bilingual corpus (Richardson et al., 2001 ). More specifically, the transfer component is trained by parsing both sides of the corpus to produce parallel logical forms, using lexicons and analysis grammars constructed by linguists. The parallel logical forms are then aligned at the level of content word stems (lemmas), and logical-form transfer patterns are learned from the aligned logicalform corpus. At run time, the source language text is parsed into logical forms employing the source language grammar and lexicon used in constructing the logical-form training corpus, and the logical-form transfer patterns are used to construct target language logical forms. These logical forms are transformed into target language strings using the target-language lexicon, and a generation grammar written by a linguist.
The principal roles played by the translation relationships derived by the methods discussed in this paper are to provide correspondences between content word lemmas in logical forms to assist in the alignment process, and to augment the lexicons used in parsing and generation, for a special case described in Section 4.
Previous Work
The most common approach to deriving translation lexicons from empirical data (Catizone, Russell, and Warwick, 1989; Gale and Church, 1991; Fung, 1995; Kumano and Hirakawa, 1994; Wu and Xia, 1994; Melamed, 1995) is to use some variant of the following procedure: 1 Pick a good measure of the degree of association between words in language Ä ½ and words in language Ä ¾ in aligned sentences of a parallel bilingual corpus.
Rank order pairs consisting of a word from Ä ½ and a word from Ä ¾ according to the measure of association.
¯Choose a threshold, and add to the translation lexicon all pairs of words whose degree of association is above the threshold.
As Melamed later (1996 Melamed later ( , 2000 pointed out, however, this technique is hampered by the existence of indirect associations between words that are not mutual translations. For example, in our parallel French-English corpus (consisting primarily of translated computer software manuals), two of the most strongly associated word lemma translation pairs are fichier/file and système/system. However, because the monolingual collocations système de fichiers, fichiers système, file system, and system files are so common, the spurious translation pairs fichier/system and système/file also receive rather high association scores-higher in fact that such true translation pairs as confiance/trust, parallélisme/parallelism, and film/movie.
Melamed's solution to this problem is not to regard highly-associated word pairs as translations in sentences in which there are even more highlyassociated pairs involving one or both of the same words. Since indirect associations are normally weaker than direct ones, this usually succeeds in selecting true translation pairs over the spurious ones. For example, in parallel sentences containing fichier and système on the French side and file and system on the English side, the associations of fichier/system and système/file will be discounted, because the degrees of association for fichier/file and système/system are so much higher.
Melamed's results using this approach extend the range of high-accuracy output to much higher coverage levels than previously reported. Our basic method is rooted the same insight regarding competing associations for the same words, but we embody it in simpler model that is easier to implement and, we believe, faster to run. 2 As we will see below, our model yields results that seem comparable to Melamed's up to nearly 60% coverage of the lexicon.
A second important issue regarding automatic derivation of translation relationships is the assumption implicit (or explicit) in most previous work that lexical translation relationships involve only single words. This is manifestly not the case, as is shown by the following list of translation pairs selected from our corpus:
base de données/database mot de passe/password sauvegarder/back up annuler/roll back ouvrir session/log on Some of the most sophisticated work on this aspect of problem again seems to be that of Melamed (1997) . Our approach in this case is quite different from Melamed's. It is more general in that it can propose compounds that are discontiguous in the training text, as roll back would be in a phrase such as roll the failed transaction back. Melamed does allow skipping over one or two function words, but our basic method is not limited at all by word adjacency. Also, our approach is again much simpler computationally than Melamed's and apparently runs orders of magnitude faster. 3
Our Basic Method
Our basic method for deriving translation pairs consists of the following steps:
1. Extract word lemmas from the logical forms produced by parsing the raw training data.
2. Compute association scores for individual lemmas.
3. Hypothesize occurrences of compounds in the training data, replacing lemmas constituting hypothesized occurrences of a compound with a single token representing the compound.
4. Recompute association scores for compounds and remaining individual lemmas.
5. Recompute association scores, taking into account only co-occurrences such that there is no equally strong or stronger association for either item in the aligned logical-form pair.
We describe each of these steps in detail below.
Extracting word lemmas
In
Step 1, we simply collect, for each sentence, the word lemmas identified by our MT system parser as the key content items in the logical form. These are predominantly morphologically analyzed word stems, omitting most function words. In addition, however, the parser treats certain lexical compounds as if they were single units. These include multi-word expressions placed in the lexicon because they have a specific meaning or use, plus a number of general categories including proper names, names of places, time expressions, dates, measure expressions, etc. We will refer to all of these generically as "multiwords". The existence of multiwords simplifies learning some translation relationships, but makes others more complicated. For example, we do not, in fact, have to learn base de données as a compound translation for database, because it is extracted from the French logical forms already identified as a single unit. Thus we only need to learn the base de données/database correspondence as a simple one-to-one mapping. On the other hand, the disque dur/hard disk correspondence is learned as two-to-one relationship independently of disque/disk and dur/hard (which are also learned) because hard disk appears as a multiword in our English logical forms, but disque and dur always appear as separate tokens in our French logical forms.
Computing association scores

For
Step 2, we compute the degree of association between a lemma Û Ä ½ and a lemma Û Ä ¾ in terms of the frequencies with which Û Ä ½ occurs in sentences of the Ä ½ part of the training corpus and Û Ä ¾ occurs in sentences of the Ä ¾ part of the training corpus, compared to the frequency with which Û Ä ½ and Û Ä ¾ co-occur in aligned sentences of the training corpus. For this purpose, we ignore multiple occurrences of a lemma in a single sentence.
As a measure of association, we use the loglikelihood-ratio statistic recommended by Dunning (1993) , which is the same statistic used by Melamed to initialize his models. This statistic gives a measure of the likelihood that two samples are not generated by the same probability distribution. We use it to compare the overall frequency of Û Ä ½ in our training data to the frequency of Û Ä ½ given Û Ä ¾ (i.e., the frequency with which Û Ä ½ occurs in sentences of Ä ½ that are aligned with sentences of Ä ¾ in which Û Ä ¾ occurs). Since Ô´Û Ä ½ µ Ô´Û Ä ½ Û Ä ¾ µ only if occurrences of Û Ä ½ and Û Ä ¾ are independent, a measure of the likelihood that these distributions are different is, therefore, a measure of the likelihood that an observed positive association between Û Ä ½ and Û Ä ¾ is not accidental.
Since this process generates association scores for a huge number of lemma pairs for a large training corpus, we prune the set to restrict our consideration to those pairs having at least some chance of being considered as translation pairs. We heuristically set this threshold to be the degree of association of a pair of lemmas that have one co-occurrence, plus one other occurrence each.
Hypothesizing compounds and recomputing association scores
If our data were very clean and all translations were one-to-one, we would expect that in most aligned sentence pairs, each word or lemma would be most strongly associated with its translation in that sentence pair; since, as Melamed has argued, direct associations should be stronger than indirect ones. Since translation is symmetric, we would expect that if Û Ä ½ is most strongly associated with Û Ä ¾ , Û Ä ¾ would be most strongly associated with Û Ä ½ . Violations of this pattern are suggestive of translation relationships involving compounds. Thus, if we have a pair of aligned sentences in which password occurs in the English sentence and mot de passe occurs in the French side, we should not be surprised if mot and passe are both most strongly associated with password within this sentence pair. Password, however, cannot be most strongly associated with both mot and passe. Our method carrying out Step 3 is based on finding violations of the condition that whenever Û Ä ½ is most strongly associated with Û Ä ¾ , Û Ä ¾ is most strongly associated with Û Ä ½ . The method is easiest to explain in graph-theoretic terms. Let the nodes of a graph consist of all the lemmas of Ä ½ and Ä ¾ in a pair of aligned sentences. For each lemma, add a link to the uniquely most strongly associated lemma of the other language. 4 Consider the maximal, connected subgraphs of the resulting graph. If all translations within the sentence pair are one-to-one, each of these subgraphs should contain exactly two lemmas, one from Ä ½ and one from Ä ¾ . For every subgraph containing more than two lemmas of one of the languages, we consider all the lemmas of that language in the subgraph to form a compound. In the case of mot, passe, and password, as described above, there would be a connected subgraph containing these three lemmas; so the two French lemmas, mot and passe, would be considered to form a compound in the French sentence under consideration.
The output of this step of our process is a transformed set of lemmas for each sentence in the corpus. For each sentence and each subset of the lemmas in that sentence that has been hypothesized to form a compound in the sentence, we replace those lemmas with a token representing them as a single unit. Note that this process works on a sentence-pair by sentence-pair basis, so that a compound hypothesized for one sentence pair may not be hypothesized for a different sentence pair, if the pattern of strongest associations for the two sentence pairs differ. Order of occurrence is not considered in forming these compounds, and the same token is always used to represent the same set of lemmas. 5 Once the sets of lemmas for the training corpus have been reformulated in terms of the hypothesized compounds, Step 4 consists simply in repeating step 2 on the reformulated training data.
Recomputing association scores, taking into account only strongest associations
If Steps 1-4 worked perfectly, we would have correctly identified all the compounds needed for translation and reformulated the training data to treat each such compound as a single item. At this point, we should be able to treat the training data as if all translations are one-to-one. We therefore choose our final set of ranked translation pairs on the assumption that true translation pairs will always be mutually most strongly associated in a given aligned sentence pair.
Step 5 thus proceeds exactly as step 4, except that Û Ä ½ and Û Ä ¾ are considered to have a joint occurrence only if Û Ä ½ is uniquely most strongly associated with Û Ä ¾ , and Û Ä ¾ is uniquely most strongly associated with Û Ä ½ , among the lemmas (or compound lemmas) present in a given aligned sentence pair. (The associations computed by the previous step are used to make these decisions.) This final set of associations is then sorted in decreasing order of strength of association.
Identifying Translations of "Captoids"
In addition to using these techniques to provide translation relationships to the logical-form alignment process, we have applied related methods to a problem that arises in parsing the raw input text.
Often in text-particularly the kind of technical text we are experimenting with-phrases are used, not in their usual way, but as the name of something in the domain. Consider, Click to remove the View As Web Page check mark. In this sentence, View As Web Page has the syntactic form of a nonfinite verb phrase, but it is used as if it is a proper name. If the parser does not recognize this special use, it is virtually impossible to parse the sentence correctly. Expressions of this type are fairly easily handled by our English parser, however, because capitalization conventions in English make them easy to recognize. The tokenizer used to prepare sentences for parsing, under certain conditions, hypothesizes that sequences of capitalized words such as View As Web Page should be treated as lexicalized multi-word expressions, as discussed in Section 3.1. We refer to this subclass of multiwords as "captoids". The capitalization conventions of French (or Spanish) make it harder to recognize such expressions, however, because typically only the first word of such an expression is capitalized.
We have adapted the methods described in Section 3 to address this problem by finding sequences of French words that are highly associated with English captoids. The sequences of French words that we find are then added to the French lexicon as multiwords.
The procedure for identifying translations of captiods is as follows:
1. Tokenize the training data to separate words from punctuation and identify multiwords wherever possible.
2. Compute association scores for items in the tokenized data.
3. Hypothesize sequences of French words as compounds corresponding to English multiwords, replacing hypothesized occurrences of a compound in the training data with a single token representing the compound.
4. Recompute association scores for pairs of items where either the English item or the French item is a multiword beginning with a capital letter.
5. Filter the resulting list to include only translation pairs such that there is no equally strong or stronger association for either item in the training data.
There are a number of key differences from our previous procedure. First, since this process is meant to provide input to parsing, it works on tokenized word sequences rather than lemmas extracted from logical forms. Because many of the English multiwords are so rare that associations for the entire multiword are rather weak, in Step 2 we count occurrences of the constituent words contained in multiwords as well as occurrences of the multiwords themselves. Thus an occurrence of View As Web Page would also count as an occurrence of view, as, web, and page. 6 The method of hypothesizing compounds in Step 3 adds a number of special features to improve accuracy and coverage. Since we know we are trying to find French translations for English captoids, we look for compounds only in the French data. If any of the association scores between a French word and the constituent words of an English multiword are higher than the association score between the French word and the entire multiword, we use the highest such score to represent the degree of association between the French word and the English multiword. We reserve, for consideration as the basis of compounds, only sets of French words that are most strongly associated in a particular aligned sentence pair with an English multiword that starts with a capitalized word.
Finally we scan the French sentence of the aligned pair from left to right, looking for a capitalized word that is a member of one of the compound-defining sets for the pair. When we find such a word, we begin constructing a French multiword. We continue scanning to the right to find other members of the compound-defining set, allowing up to two consecutive words not in the set, provided that another word in the set immediately follows, in order to account for French function words than might not have high associations with anything in the English multiword. We stop adding to the French multiword once we have found all the French words in the compounddefining set, or if we encounter a punctuation symbol, or if we encounter three or more consecutive words not in the set. If either of the latter two conditions occurs before exhausting the compound-defining set, we assume that the remaining members of the set represent spurious associations and we leave them out of the French multiword.
The restriction in Step 4 to consider only associations in which one of the items is a mutiword beginning with a capital letter is simply for efficiency, since from this point onward no other associations are of interest.
The final filter applied in
Step 5 is more stringent than in our basic method. The reasoning is that, while a single word may have more than one translation in different contexts, the sort of complex multiword represented by a captoid would normally be expected to receive the same translation in all contexts. Therefore we accept only translations involving captoids that are mutually uniquely most strongly associated across the entire corpus. To focus on the cases we are most interested in and to increase accuracy, we require each translation pair generated to satisfy the following additional conditions:
The French item must be one of the mulitwords we constructed.
The English item must be a multiword, all of Table 1 : Results for basic method.
whose constituent words are capitalized.
The French item must contain at least as many words as the English item.
The last condition corrects some errors made by allowing highly associated French words to be left out of the hypothesized compounds.
Experimental Results
Our basic method for finding translation pairs was applied to a set of approximately 200,000 French and English aligned sentence pairs, derived mainly from Microsoft technical manuals, resulting in 46,599 potential translation pairs. The top 42,486 pairs were incorporated in the alignment lexicon of our end-to-end translation system. 7 The procedure for finding translations of captoids was applied to a slight superset of the training data for the basic procedure, and yielded 2561 possible translation pairs. All of these were added to our end-to-end translation system, with the French multiwords being added to the lexicon of the French parser, and the translation pairs being added to the alignment lexicon. The improvements in end-to-end performance due to these additions in a French-to-English translation task are described elsewhere (Pinkham and Corston-Oliver, 2001) . For this report, we have evaluated our techniques for finding trans-lation pairs by soliciting judgements of translation correctness from fluent French-English bilinguals. There were too many translation pairs to obtain judgements on each one, so we randomly selected about 10% of the 42,486 general translation pairs that were actually added to the system, and about 25% of the 2561 captoid pairs.
The accuracy of the most strongly associated translation pairs produced by the basic method at various levels of coverage is displayed in Table 1. We use the terms "coverage" and "accuracy" in essentially the same way as Melamed (1996 Melamed ( , 2000 . "Type coverage" means the proportion of distinct lexical types in the entire training corpus, including both French and English, for which there is at least one translation given. As with the comparable results reported by Melamed, these are predominantly single lemmas for content words, but we also include occurrences multiwords as distinct types. "Mean count" is the average number of occurrences of each type at the given level of coverage. "Token coverage" is the proportion of the total number of occurrences of items in the text represented by the types included within the type coverage.
Since the judges were asked to evaluate the proposed translations out of context, we allowed them to give an answer of "not sure", as well as "correct" and "incorrect". Our accuracy scores are therefore given as a range, where the low score combines answers of "not sure" and "incorrect", and the high score combines answers of "not sure" and "correct". Table 3 : Results for captoids.
The "total accuracy" column gives results at different levels of coverage over all the translation pairs generated by our basic method. For a more detailed analysis, the remaining columns provide a breakdown for single-word translations, translations involving multiwords given to us by the parser ("multiword accuracy"), and new multiwords hypothesized by our procedure ("compound accuracy"). As the table shows, our performance is quite good on single-word translations, with accuracy of around 80% even at our cut-off of 63% type coverage, which represents 99% of the tokens in the corpus.
To compare our results more directly with Melamed's published results on single-word translation, we show Table 2 , where both coverage and accuracy are given for single-word translations only. According to the standard of correctness Melamed uses that is closest to ours, he reports 92% accuracy at 36% type coverage, 89% accuracy at 46% type coverage, and 87% accuracy at 90% type coverage, on a set of 300,000 aligned sentence pairs from the French-English Hansard corpus of Candian Parliament proceedings. Our accuracies at the first two of these coverage points are 88-90% and 84-87%, which is slightly lower than Melamed, but given the different corpus, different judges, and different evaluation conditions, one cannot draw any definite conclusions about which method is more accurate at these coverage levels. Our method, however, does not produce any result approaching 90% type coverage, and accuracy appears to start dropping rapidly below 56% type coverage. Nevertheless, this still represents good accuracy up to 97% token coverage.
Returning to Table 1 , we see that our accuracy on multiwords is much lower than on single words, especially the multiwords hypothesized by our learning procedure. The results are much better, however, when we look at the results for our specialized method for finding translations of captoids, as shown in Table 3 . Our accuracy at nearly 20% type coverage is around 84%, which is higher than our accuracy for general translation pairs (76-80%) at the same type coverage level. It is lower than our single-word translation accuracy (90-91%) at this coverage level, but it is striking how close it is, given far less data. At 20% type coverage of single words, there are 389 tokens per word type, while at 20% type coverage of captoids, there are fewer than 9 tokens per captoid type. In fact, further analysis shows that of the 2561 captoid translation pairs, 947 have only a single example of the English captoid in the training data, yet our accuracy on these is around 82%. We note, however, that our captoid learning procedure cuts off at around 20% type coverage, which is only 25% token coverage for these items.
Conclusions
We have evaluated our approach and found it to be comparable in accuracy on single-word translations to Melamed's results (which appear to be the best previous results, as far as one can tell given the lack of standard test corpora) up to nearly 60% type coverage and 97% token coverage. Space does not permit a detailed comparison of Melamed's methods to ours, but we repeat that ours are far simpler to implement and much faster to run. Our approach to generating translations involving muti-word compounds performs less well in general, but the special-case modification of it to deal with captoids performs with very high accuracy for those captoids it is able to find a translation for. Based on these results, the focus of our future work will be to try to extend our region of high-accuracy single-word translation to higher levels of coverage, improve the accuracy of our general method for finding multiword translations, and extend the coverage of our method for translating captoids.
